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Evolutionary Rates Standardized for
Evolutionary Space: Perspectives on Trait
Evolution
Gregor Rolshausen,1,* T. Jonathan Davies,2,3 and Andrew P. Hendry2,4
Characterization of evolutionary radiations beneﬁts from describing the temporal patterns of trait dispariﬁcation. Comparative methods attempt this by
evaluating the statistical ﬁt of trait distributions to a phylogenetic hypothesis
under assumed evolutionary models. However, it can be challenging to differentiate between models, with discriminatory power depending on the modes of
evolution underlying trait distributions. We suggest rates of ‘trait space saturation’, standardized for limits to evolutionary change, as an additional tool to
distinguish between modes of trait evolution. We evaluate this approach using
simulations and show that trait space saturation can identify the true model of
trait evolution in cases where traditional comparative methods can fail. We
illustrate our approach using diverse empirical studies that represent contrasting scenarios of evolutionary radiation.

Highlights
To compare modes of trait evolution
among clades, dispariﬁcation rate
metrics need to be standardized
according to the limits of evolutionary
potential in those clades.
A new approach to standardize rates
and to distinguish between different
modes of evolutionary radiations is
proposed.
The method reliably distinguishes
between models of trait evolution
where traditional comparative methods can fail.

Rates in Evolutionary Radiations
Comparative approaches to understanding the dynamics of evolutionary radiations are closely
tied to the concept of rates [1–3]. The reason is that different macroevolutionary patterns
emerge from the coupling or decoupling of lineage diversiﬁcation rates and phenotypic dispariﬁcation rates [4,5]. For instance, in an adaptive radiation ancestral types are thought to
spread rapidly into ecological space to occupy ‘adaptive zones’ [1], thereby increasing diversity
via speciation as well as phenotypic disparity via trait divergence [2,3,6]. In general, conceptual
models of adaptive radiation predict the highest divergence rates, and peaks in dispariﬁcation,
soon after the process starts [i.e., ‘early bursts’ (EBs)] followed by a slowdown of diversiﬁcation
and/or dispariﬁcation that accompanies the decrease in ecological opportunity as niches are
ﬁlled [7–9] (but see [10,11]). Consequently, characterization of evolutionary radiations often
relies on the understanding of evolutionary rates and their decline or acceleration through time
[12–14]. Comparative rate estimates of phenotypic evolution across clades have also been
used to distinguish between cases of strong niche conservatism versus rapid radiation and
convergent evolution [7,15,16]. Additionally, rates of phenotypic change are central to questions exploring the interplay and potential feedback between speciation and morphological
dispariﬁcation [17,18]. In short, different types of evolutionary radiations will be characterized by
different patterns for rates of phenotypic evolution [4,5].
The tempo and mode of phenotypic evolution during clade diversiﬁcation will depend on the
amount of change that is possible, a constraint that could cause them to be very different for: (i)
different phenotypic traits; (ii) different stages of the radiation; or (iii) different niche colonization
and dispersal scenarios. For example, microhabitat components of niche establishment that
differ between co-occurring species (a niche) might diversify only early in an evolutionary
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radiation, whereas macrohabitat components (b niche) might continue to diversify later in the
radiation [19,20]. Distinctions such as this suggest an order of diversiﬁcation whereby traits
related to different ecological demands evolve under different rate patterns in the same clade
and consequently reach their dispariﬁcation peaks at different stages of the radiation [3,19,21].
Likewise, traits related to similar ecological demands could evolve differently in different clades
depending on their genetic basis, colonization history, and ecological opportunities. For
example, primary colonizers can inﬂuence the dispariﬁcation rates and diversity peaks of
subsequent colonizers [22–25]. These examples illustrate that comparing modes of phenotypic
change across different clades or traits requires standardization of rates of phenotypic change.

Classic Standardizations
Differences in evolutionary rates that are manifest in macroevolutionary patterns among clades
are a function of microevolutionary processes, as well as extrinsic circumstances, that determine the potential for evolutionary change within clades. These determinants could include
selection, gene ﬂow, pleiotropy, genetic variation, stochasticity, and ecological factors such as
competition or predation [26–30]. Hence, an appropriate method for standardizing evolutionary
rates for comparative purposes could index the observed rate of change by some measure of
the potential for change. Classical rate measures, such as darwins (d) or haldanes (h), do so by
dividing the absolute amount of change by either trait size (darwins) or within-population
variation (haldanes) [31,32]. These metrics have been applied to a variety of contexts, including
pairwise comparisons of closely related groups [33–36] and maximum rates of evolution for
clades [37–39].
An alternative approach is to construe evolutionary rates as parameters in mathematical models
that describe phenotypic variation given an underlying time-calibrated phylogenetic hypothesis
[40–42]. One example is the variance term of a random-walk process ﬁt to the data, such as the s 2
parameter for Brownian motion (BM) (e.g. [43–46]), which also can be used to standardize the
amount of change as felsens [15]. Another approach has been disparity-through-time (DTT) plots
that reconstruct the mean relative disparity at each divergence event (i.e., phylogenetic nodes) by
averaging over all subclades whose ancestral lineages were present at that time. DTT plots provide
a running-average disparity within and among clades through the history of the tree for comparison
to null-model expectations [7,25,47] or posterior-predictive simulations [48,49]. We here argue for
the value of a complementary, but conceptually distinct, approach based on standardizing
pairwise distances in both trait space and evolutionary time.

Standardizing for ‘Evolutionary Space’
Of the many rate metrics and standardizations used, none explicitly accounts for limits on the
amount of change that is possible, yet this constraint is likely to be critical. For instance, the
physics of ﬂight dictate the maximum possible size of birds and the physics of gas transfer
dictate the maximum possible size of aquatic eggs. Thus, an extent of potential trait space
exists for a given trait in a given taxon, which some studies have attempted to estimate (e.g.
[50–54]). Intuitively, then, dispariﬁcation should slow more quickly for taxa or traits with less
potential evolutionary space (all else being equal). We argue, therefore, that some evolutionary
questions, particularly those related to radiations, would beneﬁt from standardizing evolutionary
rates by the maximum disparity that has been possible for a taxon or trait (i.e., the evolutionary
space for that taxon or trait).
What form might an evolutionary rate standardized for evolutionary space take? One objective,
although biased, gauge of ‘possible’ trait space in a radiation is the range of trait disparity that
has been achieved: for example, the range of body size in vertebrates [39,51] or seed size in
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plants [52]. Although this range is most easily estimated for extant organisms, it could also
include extinct organisms (e.g., fossil data) and/or theoretical predictions. The ‘achieved’ trait
space then represents a fraction of the possible trait space, which can be larger but never
smaller. For old radiations, the two evolutionary spaces (achieved and possible) might be
similar, whereas for younger radiations some possible trait space might take future time to ﬁll
because the full range of ecological opportunities has not yet been met. To illustrate these ideas
in the simplest way, we here use data for extant taxa only, as opposed to extinct taxa or
theoretical predictions.
Standardization of trait change for evolutionary space can be implemented for any radiation in
which: (i) a mean trait measure is available for many species; and (ii) times of divergence can be
estimated between those taxa (e.g., branch lengths on an ultrametric phylogeny). To illustrate,
the phenotypic distance between all possible pairs of taxa (typically species) relative to the
maximum phenotypic distance in the tree (i.e., relative disparity) can be plotted against the time
separating those pairs relative to the maximum time separating pairs in the tree (i.e., relative
evolutionary distance). The resulting plot depicts the relative difference in trait values between
taxa relative to their separation in evolutionary time (Box 1) without requiring the calculation of
any trait values for intermediate nodes of the phylogeny. The key question then becomes: what
fraction of the total trait space in the clade is ﬁlled for a given relative time interval? From the
function that connects the relative maxima in phenotypic distance and evolutionary distance
(hereafter the ‘saturation function’; Figure 1A and Box 1), it is easy to derive the minimum
relative time difference, usat(%), corresponding to a given saturation level of the total trait space
(e.g., u75%, u90% as relative rate measures that characterize the mode of evolution).
Notably, the trait range of the focal group would ideally reﬂect the maximum phenotypic
distance possible. Consequently, our approach is best applied – but not restricted – to species
in clades that are exposed to similar selective regimes. However, by standardizing saturation
through the maxima from pairwise trait comparisons, our method further allows ‘informed
rescaling’ of trait spaces (and their saturation) by incorporating trait values from fossil data or
theoretical trait ranges into the pairwise comparison, thereby expanding the scope of the

Box 1. Calculating the Saturation Function
The saturation function for a given clade combines two standardized measures: (i) the pairwise evolutionary distance;
and (ii) the pairwise phenotypic disparity. The former is calculated as the cophenetic distance between the tips of an
ultrametric phylogenetic tree. The latter is based on established distance metrics for the respective trait distribution,
such as Euclidean distance. From the resulting distance matrices, we can infer the local maxima of dispariﬁcation
together with the relative evolutionary distances between the two taxa that achieved these maxima ﬁrst. The function
connecting these maxima through curve ﬁtting (e.g., successive linear regressions) depicts the minimum evolutionary
distance it took to achieve the respective disparity maximum for the clade and allows us to derive an evolutionary rate
metric standardized for evolutionary space (usat(%); Figure 1A). We can evaluate conﬁdence around this metric by means
of jackknife resampling to drop a given number of tips randomly from the phylogeny (e.g., 10% of species for each
resampling run) and recalculate the saturation function for the remaining subset. This procedure indicates how strongly
saturation maxima are biased owing to certain outlier species in the clade, and the resulting distribution of resampled
data can be used to construct conﬁdence intervals around the saturation function. To compare the saturation function of
a given clade (or trait) with potential evolutionary scenarios underlying its radiation, we use trait simulation models
[7,16,44,46,47] to construct saturation functions for simulated trait distributions evolving under different scenarios. We
here focus on three standard radiation models: a stable optimum modeled as an OU process (OU in Figure 1B [42,45]); a
random walk modeled as BM (BM in Figure 1B); and an EB modeled as BM with a time-variant dispersion parameter (EB
in Figure 1B [44]). Inspecting the overlap between the simulated saturation functions and the one based on actual data is
a straightforward approach to investigate the mode of trait evolution, in addition to established model-ﬁtting approaches
based on the AIC (e.g. [7,16,22]). All analyses can be conducted in R and we provide code for an exemplary trait
saturation analysis (including curve overlap quantiﬁcation and comparison with DTT [7]; supplemental information
online).
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Figure 1. Conceptual Figure Illustrating the Construction of the Saturation Function and Characteristic
Trajectories for Distinct Radiation Scenarios. (A) The saturation function for a given trait space is based on two
distance matrices: the standardized cophenetic distance between taxa from an ultrametric phylogeny (depicted in gray)
and the standardized trait distance between these taxa (depicted in yellow). Successive lines connecting the relative
divergence maxima of this trait space delineate the saturation function. (B) Characteristic saturation function trajectories for
three standard evolutionary radiation models: stabilizing selection (stable optimum) modeled as OU, random walk (BM),
and early bursts (EB). Note the relative distance on the x-axis between any given pair of usat(%) rates (e.g., u50% and u100%).

analysis beyond the extant observed trait range of the focal group. Likewise, the trait space for a
particular group (e.g., terrestrial mammals) can be standardized using either the maximum trait
distances observed in that group or the trait maxima of the inclusive clade (e.g., all mammals
including whales), allowing the investigation of differential constraints to trait evolution in nested
clades.
Calibrating trait spaces based on standardization of pairwise distances relative to the maximum
distance (achieved or possible) also distinguishes our approach from allied methods, such as
DTT (see above [7]). In essence, both of these methods seek to partition the course of a clade’s
dispariﬁcation across the timescale of its diversiﬁcation. As a result, DTT plots and trait space
saturation functions can reveal similar trends in the mode of trait evolution relative to phylogenetic distances (see the supplemental information online for a visual comparison of the two
methods). However, DTT achieves this inference through evaluating the average disparity
across clades whose stem branches are cut by a single time slice through the phylogeny
against the yardstick of total clade disparity [7,25,47–49]. The trait space saturation approach
by contrast evaluates both phylogenetic and phenotypic pairwise species distances simultaneously, standardizing the total trait space on the respective maxima of these distances. As
noted above, our approach therefore allows ‘informative rescaling’ of trait spaces with additional information, such as fossil data or theoretical trait ranges. Moreover, average subclade
disparities through time depicted in DTT plots can ﬂuctuate (i.e., decrease and increase again
over time [7,25]), whereas trait space saturation plots depict a continuous relation between the
maximum relative disparity and the minimum relative evolutionary time elapsed since the
382
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achievement of that maximum. Notably, saturation measures for multidimensional trait spaces
have a different meaning, as the maximum pairwise distances in trait combinations at any given
time can potentially reﬂect differences in different suites of traits.
Importantly, saturation plots use trait and time differences between taxa to calculate relative
saturation rates that are possible (because they have been achieved) over a given time frame
rather than estimating the actual course or tempo of a radiation through time. Consider, for
example, u50% (u1 in Figure 1B and Box 1): this value represents the shortest (relative)
evolutionary distance separating any two extant (or fossil) taxa that have diverged from each
other in trait values to an extent that is at least 50% as great as for the taxa with the two most
divergent trait values in the entire radiation (or the estimated possible trait space). Stated
another way, u50% indicates that 50% of the achieved trait space could theoretically have been
achieved in that relative fraction of time since the start of the radiation simply because that
amount was achieved later in the radiation. One practical advantage of this approach is that it
does not require reconstruction of ancestral character states at nodes on the phylogeny, which
can be challenging in many instances [15,43,55]. The saturation function also does not
incorporate an a priori model of evolution for the radiation, which requires additional assumptions [e.g., parameterization of EB or Ornstein–Uhlenbeck (OU) processes] [56,57]. Certainly, a
trait saturation approach could be implemented using reconstructed trait estimates at nodes,
but we here wish to advocate a way to generate inferences that is independent of the
uncertainties generated by character reconstruction algorithms and model ﬁtting. We now
illustrate how approaching questions from the perspective of trait space standardization could
be useful in addressing key evolutionary questions, particularly regarding the mode of evolution,
thus complementing (but not replacing) more traditional phylogenetic comparative methods
[16,40,41]. Speciﬁcally, the saturation function can serve as a hypothesis for the temporal
sequence of a radiation without estimating that sequence.

Comparing a Given Trait among Clades
A typical EB scenario, where evolution is initially rapid and subsequently slows [1–3], should
exhibit a saturation function very different from that of a radiation where traits under stabilizing
selection converge to a medial value [16,42,45]. In particular, the saturation function of an EB
radiation should have small values (e.g., <50% trait space saturation) for most of its trajectory
and large values at large relative evolutionary distances (e.g., >80% trait space saturation; EB
process in Figure 1B and Box 1). This expectation arises because, if most of the trait
dispariﬁcation occurs early in a radiation at a time when phylogenetic distances are still small,
the achieved dispariﬁcation peaks are simply ‘carried along’ as taxa become more distantly
related (i.e., separated by longer pairwise distances on the phylogeny). Conversely, dispariﬁcation towards a stable optimum under strong stabilizing selection would produce saturation
function maxima at small relative evolutionary distances (e.g., <20% trait space saturation; OU
process in Figure 1B and Box 1).
We illustrate our approach using dated phylogenies together with body size (or shape)
measurements for a wide range of vertebrate species from Harmon et al. [16]. We calculated
the saturation function based on the raw data of a given radiation and compared this function
with simulated trait data on the same tree from the three major radiation models, OU, BM, and
EB, discussed above (Box 1). We then examined the saturation functions and their 95% CIs
(Figure 2) to identify the most plausible evolutionary scenario (OU, BM, or EB) under which a
certain clade’s radiation proceeded. To exemplify, we show in Figure 2 three radiations that
differ signiﬁcantly in their saturation trajectories: (i) body shape in agamid lizards suggesting a
random-walk radiation; (ii) body shape in the agamid subfamily Agaminae suggesting radiation
Trends in Ecology & Evolution, June 2018, Vol. 33, No. 6
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Figure 2. Trait Saturation Functions for Body Size Radiations in Different Taxa. Three case studies are depicted
(one per row): (A) agamid lizards, (B) Agaminae lizards, and (C) Platyrrhini primates. Each plot shows the calculated
saturation function (unbroken line) with three respective trait radiation simulations (broken lines). Green and gray polygons
depict the 95% CI around the saturation functions based on n = 500 jackknife resampling runs of the data (for details see
Box 1). Data from [16].

towards a stable optimum; and (iii) body mass in primates (parvorder Platyrrhini) suggesting an
EB radiation.

Comparing Clades for a Given Trait
Saturation rates could also help to infer whether different traits follow different patterns within a
radiation and thus generate a hypothesis for an order of relative dispariﬁcation between traits in
the same clade. Importantly, standardizing for evolutionary space can correct for how much
divergence is likely to be possible for each trait; for example, aquatic egg size dispariﬁcation
might slow sooner than egg number diversiﬁcation simply because egg size is subject to more
severe constraints on maximum size. To here focus on a contemporary idea, we might expect
morphological traits associated with microhabitat specialization (a niche) to differentiate early in
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a radiation whereas those associated with macrohabitat specialization (b niche) continue
diverging even later [19,20]. By extension, we would thus expect the saturation function for
a-niche traits to peak at relatively large evolutionary distances and the saturation function for
b-niche traits to peak at relatively small evolutionary distances.
As an illustration, we present an example from the Ceanothus group of woody plants that
underwent an adaptive radiation in California [19]. One trait, speciﬁc leaf area, is closely
associated with the microecological a niche, whereas another trait, climatic tolerance, is
associated with the macroecological b niche. Theory therefore predicts that dispariﬁcation
of speciﬁc leaf area should mostly occur early during the course of the radiation (similar to an
EB), whereas dispariﬁcation of the climatic niche should mostly occur later in the radiation
[3,19,58,59]. We calculated trait saturation functions for both traits to evaluate their relative
trajectories in evolutionary space and show, consistent with predictions, that the leaf area
trajectory resembles an EB pattern (dispariﬁcation peak at large relative evolutionary distance)
whereas the climatic tolerance trajectory resembles a stable optimum radiation (dispariﬁcation
peak at small relative evolutionary distance; Figure 3).

The Comparative Method and Model Evaluation
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Phylogenetic comparative methods now allow predictions of expected trait distributions for
speciﬁed evolutionary processes [40,41], such as a random walk (BM), constraint to a single
stationary peak (modeled as an OU process [42]), or an EB scenario (modeled as a random
walk with time-dependent rate change [16,44]). The resulting predictions then can be
compared with the observed trait distribution as well as against each other to infer the most
likely process. However, model-based interpretations of evolutionary scenarios underlying
trait distributions are not always straightforward, nor are the outcomes typically unequivocal
[60,61]. For example, alternative models that assume very different scenarios can lead to
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Figure 3. Trait Saturation Functions for Two Ecologically Different Traits in the Same Genus. Data are from the
radiation of the genus Ceanothus for an a-diversity trait (speciﬁc leaf area; gray polygon) and a b-diversity trait (climatic
tolerance; green polygon). The former resembles an early burst pattern whereas the latter resembles a stable optimum
radiation. Data from [19].
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Figure 4. Performance of the Trait Saturation Approach versus Traditional Comparative Methods. Upper triangle: Goodness-of-ﬁt evaluations between six
different evolutionary models ﬁtted to 1000 simulated phylogenetic trees [61]. Each boxplot represents the distribution of AICc scores comparing the ﬁt of the true model
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methods (e.g., models 1 vs 4 or 2 vs 6).
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similar ﬁts to the data (e.g., overlapping AICc or log-likelihood distributions for different
models on the same tree [61,62]). The distribution of standardized usat(%) saturation rates
provides a complementary tool to further scrutinize hypotheses underlying character evolution in a clade.
We demonstrate the potential of our method by making use of illustrative phylogenetic
simulations under various evolutionary scenarios. Following [61], we simulate 1000 phylogenetic hypotheses (trees) and ﬁt six different evolutionary models to each tree to generate six
evolutionary scenarios that vary in tempo and mode of dispariﬁcation. The models were: (1)
BM – a random walk with a single rate across all branches; (2) BMS – a single phylogenetic
mean with different rates for each group on the tree; (3) BMSG – different phylogenetic means
and rates for each group on the tree; (4) OU1: single-rate and single-optimum OU process; (5)
OUM – an OU process with a single rate and different optima for each group; and (6) OUMV –
an OU process with different rates and different optima for each group on the tree. For all
simulated trees, the goodness of ﬁt (e.g., AICc) for the ﬁve alternative models was then
contrasted against the respective model under which the trait data evolved, yielding a six-bysix pairwise comparison (Figure 4, upper triangle). As reported in [61], several of these models
could not be distinguished with regard to their statistical ﬁt to the data (Figure 4, upper
triangle). For instance, in the cases of BM versus OU1 and BMS versus OUMV, model
comparisons based on AICc scores across 1000 tree simulations yielded no clear distinction
between the model under scrutiny and the model that generated the data (Figure 4, upper
triangle). However, inspection of usat(%) rates for each of the modeled trait distributions
revealed a signiﬁcant distinction between some (but not all) of these models with regard
to their relative overlap (Figure 4, lower triangle). In particular, when distinguishing the general
OU process from BM, usat(%) rates performed well in that a signiﬁcant difference was revealed
between the true model (red line in Figure 4, lower triangle) and the alternative model (boxplots
in Figure 4, lower triangle).

Outstanding Questions
Is there convergence in the temporal
components of dispariﬁcation of particular radiations that are triggered by
similar ecological selection regimes?
What can we learn from incorporating
phylogenetic hypotheses based on
trait-relevant variation (i.e., gene trees
as opposed to neutral variance-based
trees) into comparative methods and
trait saturation trajectories?
How can we reliably incorporate fossil
trait data into comparative trait saturation models of evolutionary radiations?

Concluding Remarks
Rates of phenotypic dispariﬁcation in an evolutionary radiation will vary depending on: (i) the
traits under scrutiny; and (ii) the adaptive potential and ecological opportunity of clades. To
compare dispariﬁcation patterns between traits or clades, we advocate standardizing rate
metrics according to some measure of potential evolutionary space. This evolutionary space
can be represented by extant diversity for a given trait in a given clade or by using fossil data or
theoretical expectations. We illustrate this conceptual approach by standardizing trait distances between taxa against the respective evolutionary distances separating those taxa, generating a ‘trait saturation function’ allowing the calculation of standardized saturation rates [usat
(%)]. We show how these saturation rates, and hence the general approach of standardizing
rates for evolutionary space, can be a valuable addition to the existing toolkit of phylogenetic
comparative analyses, allowing us to better distinguish between alternative evolutionary scenarios (see Outstanding Questions).
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